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Abstract

We present a new framework for interactive shape deformation modeling and key frame interpolation based on a meshless finite element formulation. Starting from a coarse nodal sampling of an object’s volume, we formulate rigidity and volume preservation constraints that are enforced to yield realistic shape deformations at interactive frame rates. Additionally, by specifying key frame poses of the deforming shape and optimizing the nodal displacements while targeting smooth interpolated motion, our algorithm extends to a motion planning framework for deformable objects. This allows reconstructing smooth and plausible deformable shape trajectories in the presence of possibly moving obstacles. The presented results illustrate that our framework can handle complex shapes at interactive rates and hence is a valuable tool for animators to realistically and efficiently model and interpolate deforming 3D shapes.

1. Introduction

Deformable shapes are used extensively in physics-based simulations for the animation of elastic and plastic solids. Although recent advances allow for interactive simulations, controlling the behavior of the deforming objects (for example by tweaking the physical forces) is difficult and the desired result is often only obtained after many iterations using trial and error. Instead of resorting to physics-based simulations, one could also explicitly model the poses of the deformable object at certain keyframes and interpolate a smooth motion in between (cf. Fig. 1). In many situations, such an approach accelerates the modeling process of an animated scene while quickly producing plausible behavior.

In this paper, we propose a shape modeling framework based on a meshless finite element formulation that allows efficient and realistic deformation modeling of complex shapes. From a coarse set of strategically placed sample points, called nodes, we compute a continuous deformation field that adequately represents the desired shape deformation. The optimized deformation field respects the original shape in the sense that it prefers locally rigid and volume preserving deformations.

Based on the shape modeling algorithm, we present a novel animation modeling framework that, given a few keyframe poses of the possibly deformed shape, computes a smooth and plausible trajectory that defines how the shape deforms and moves over a specified time interval. At every time instance, the shape is guaranteed to be realistically deformed using the same constraints as above. Moreover, we show how collisions between the deforming shape and obstacles can be easily avoided. To maintain interactive modeling, we propose an adaptive temporal sampling strategy that keeps the number of unknowns low by only introducing computational frames at problematic time instances and interpolating a smooth motion in between.

Contributions

We design a method for deforming highly complex shapes in real-time with guaranteed first-order accuracy of the interpolated deformation field. For this purpose, we extend existing work on meshless finite elements by introducing a novel coupling of nodes based on material distance. We then extend this deformation module to an animation modeling framework through highly efficient shape interpolation. By using our deformation field interpolation and only introducing frames in problematic areas, we greatly reduce the number of unknowns to be solved for. This al-
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allows to create long and complex animation sequences. The key to efficiency is the decoupling of geometry and deformation and the use of specialized spatial and temporal sampling algorithms that introduce an adequate but low number of deformation handles in critical frames.

1.1. Related Work

This paper is related to a large body of work in geometric shape modeling, inverse kinematics, shape interpolation, motion planning, animation control, and meshless finite elements. We limit the discussion to the most relevant work in these areas.

Shape Modeling

The core component of this paper is a deformation algorithm that allows to realistically deform a shape by specifying handle constraints. This problem has received considerable attention in recent literature. In the following we summarize the most closely related work and refer to [NMK05, BS08] for an extensive survey on other deformation models.

A number of related methods perform shape deformations by direct mesh optimization such as [SK04, SYBF06, LSCO04, SLCO04]. The underlying motivation of these methods is to explicitly preserve the local shape properties while applying user-specified deformations. In a conceptually similar way, inverse-kinematics based methods restrict the space of natural deformations by either exploring the set of example poses [SZGP05] or by inferring the deformations on the skeleton structure of the shape [SZT07]. Although mesh-based methods give a high degree of freedom in manipulating the shape, they suffer from the restrictive complexity of constraining and estimating per-vertex deformations. Multiresolution methods such as [BK03, SYBF06, BSS07] have been designed to improve efficiency.

Motivated by the intuition that in many scenarios, shape deformations can be encoded using only a few motion parameters, researchers have proposed techniques that use deformable models with a significantly reduced dimensionality as compared to the full geometric complexity (e.g., [JP02, JT05, DSP06, AFT07]). In this paper we use a reduced space deformation technique that allows computing long animation sequences for highly detailed deformable shapes. Of the large body of work in this area, the most immediately pertinent are [BPWG07] in which a prism based shell energy is formulated and solved efficiently, and [BPWG07] where a similar elastic energy is extended to rigid volumetric cells. Although the latter provides a simplified deformation field, it is both topology unaware and employs an interpolation scheme that results in solving a large sparse linear system making it prohibitively slow in our setting. Huang et al. [HSL06] present a gradient domain mesh deformation technique that preserves volume and rigidity of limb segments of articulated figures. They propose a subspace technique by solving the problem on a control mesh. Somewhat differently, Funck et al. [vFTS06] design a set of vector field based deformation tools that guarantee non-intersecting and volume-preserving shape deformations. Their system seems to be more geared towards model creation as opposed to shape deformations. Our work is most similar in spirit to [SSP07] where the deformation field is discretized, solved for and interpolated using a sparse topology graph. Although we use a similar paradigm, we avoid estimating the rotation and translation components of the deformation field separately, and employ an interpolation scheme which guarantees first-order consistency. Moreover, our method introduces less unknowns for the same number of nodes. Finally, Stoll [Sto07] presents a tetrahedral deformation approach that iterates between a linear Laplacian step and a differential update step. Again, their deformation interpolation method is not guaranteed to be consistent.

Note that our deformation algorithm is also related to work that uses barycentric-like coordinates to interpolate the deformation field inside a coarse control mesh (see [FKR05, LKCO07, JMD07] for different flavors). Unlike these methods, however, we restrict the matrix of deformation to only realist,ly shame-preserving deformation. Of the large body of work in this area, the most immediately pertinent are [BPWG07] in which a prism based shell energy is formulated and solved efficiently, and [BPWG07] where a similar elastic energy is extended to rigid volumetric cells. Although the latter provides a simplified deformation field, it is both topology unaware and employs an interpolation scheme that results in solving a large sparse linear system making it prohibitively slow in our setting. Huang et al. [HSL06] present a gradient domain mesh deformation technique that preserves volume and rigidity of limb segments of articulated figures. They propose a subspace technique by solving the problem on a control mesh. Somewhat differently, Funck et al. [vFTS06] design a set of vector field based deformation tools that guarantee non-intersecting and volume-preserving shape deformations. Their system seems to be more geared towards model creation as opposed to shape deformations. Our work is most similar in spirit to [SSP07] where the deformation field is discretized, solved for and interpolated using a sparse topology graph. Although we use a similar paradigm, we avoid estimating the rotation and translation components of the deformation field separately, and employ an interpolation scheme which guarantees first-order consistency. Moreover, our method introduces less unknowns for the same number of nodes. Finally, Stoll [Sto07] presents a tetrahedral deformation approach that iterates between a linear Laplacian step and a differential update step. Again, their deformation interpolation method is not guaranteed to be consistent.
strains. Moreover, in the work of [MKN*04] nodes are coupled based on Euclidean distance, which does not allow adequate deformation modeling for nearby, but separated features (e.g., two adjacent fingers in a hand model). This problem was addressed by Pauly et al. [PKA*05] for the simulation of fracturing materials by using a visibility driven transparency criterion [OFTB96]. However, this method only allows separating parts cut by a crack surface and does not allow defining an appropriate nodal coupling for general shapes. To resolve these problems, we propose a novel algorithm that defines an adequate nodal coupling by using distances within the material that can be efficiently computed using a fast marching method [Set09]. This allows proper deformation modeling with the flexibility of traditional meshless algorithms such as easy sampling and a smooth and consistent deformation field representation.

We have used a similar deformation representation and optimization method in the context of reconstructing non-rigid shape and motion from 3D scanner data [WAO*08]. Apart from the different application, this paper presents an efficient GPU-based mesh deformation algorithm, improved and new motion modeling constraints, a different nodal sampling and coupling algorithm and, finally, a novel adaptive time discretization and interpolation scheme to reduce the computational cost.

12. Overview

We first describe the meshless shape function approximation theory in Sec. 2 that allows to reconstruct continuous functions with the desired order of consistency from values sampled at irregularly distributed points. It will form the basis of our shape deformation and motion planning framework. Next, in Sec. 3 we present our method to model realistic shape deformations. In Sec. 4, we add the time dimension and describe how the framework of Sec. 3 can serve as the basis for a motion planning algorithm for deformable objects. Sec. 5 gives details on the numerical solver. Sec. 6 concludes the paper with a discussion of the obtained results.

2. Meshless Shape Functions

Our deformation framework solves for the unknown deformation field at discrete points in space and time. In order to reconstruct a continuous deformation field, we use meshless shape functions that can be constructed to guarantee any order of desired consistency, independently of the underlying (possibly irregular) sample spacing. We briefly discuss the construction of these shape functions. For a more in-depth derivation and discussion, we refer to [FM03].

Given \( N \) discrete sample points \( \mathbf{x}_i \in \mathbb{R}^d \) and associated function values \( f_i \in \mathbb{R} \), we wish to retrieve the continuous function \( f(\mathbf{x}) : \mathbb{R}^d \to \mathbb{R} \) that approximates the function the samples are taken from. We additionally require the approximation to reconstruct functions up to order \( n \) exactly. As shown in [FM03], one can derive shape functions \( \Phi_i(\mathbf{x}) : \mathbb{R}^d \to \mathbb{R} \) associated with each sample point \( \mathbf{x}_i \) that yield the desired approximation \( f(\mathbf{x}) \) of the form

\[
f(\mathbf{x}) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \Phi_i(\mathbf{x}) f_i.
\]  

(1)

Given a complete polynomial basis \( \mathbf{p}(\mathbf{x}) \) of order \( n \) (for example for \( d = 3 \) and \( n = 1 \) we have \( \mathbf{p}(\mathbf{x}) = [1 \ \mathbf{x} \ \mathbf{x}^2]^T \), with \( \mathbf{x} = [x \ y \ z]^T \)), the shape functions are defined as

\[
\Phi_i(\mathbf{x}) = \mathbf{p}^T(\mathbf{x}) \mathbf{M}(\mathbf{x})^{-1} w_i(\mathbf{x}) \mathbf{p}(\mathbf{x}).
\]  

(2)

Here we use the compactly supported weight functions \( w_i(\mathbf{x}) = \max(0, (1 - d^2(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{x}_i)/r_i^2)^3) \) that smoothly decay with increasing distance \( d(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{x}_i) \), where \( r_i \) is the support radius associated to the sample point \( \mathbf{x}_i \). The matrix \( \mathbf{M}(\mathbf{x}) \) is called a moment matrix and is defined as

\[
\mathbf{M}(\mathbf{x}) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_i(\mathbf{x}) \mathbf{p}(\mathbf{x}) \mathbf{p}^T(\mathbf{x}).
\]  

(3)

By using compactly supported weight functions, the summation in Eq. 1 can be limited to all sample points \( \mathbf{x}_i \) s.t. \( w_i(\mathbf{x}) > 0 \). Note that the shape functions only depend on the discrete sample points \( \mathbf{x}_i \) and not on the associated function values \( f_i \). Hence, given a fixed sampling, the shape functions can be reused to approximate any function.

The derivative of Eq. 1 to the \( k \)-th component of \( \mathbf{x} \), is obtained as

\[
\frac{\partial f(\mathbf{x})}{\partial \mathbf{x}(k)} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\partial \Phi_i(\mathbf{x})}{\partial \mathbf{x}(k)} f_i,
\]  

(4)

where \( \frac{\partial \Phi_i(\mathbf{x})}{\partial \mathbf{x}(k)} \) can be computed from Eq. 2 using the product rule and by using the fact that \( \frac{\partial (\mathbf{M}^{-1})}{\partial \mathbf{x}(k)} = -\mathbf{M}^{-1} \frac{\partial \mathbf{M}}{\partial \mathbf{x}(k)} \mathbf{M}^{-1} \) with \( \frac{\partial \mathbf{M}}{\partial \mathbf{x}(k)} \) obtained from Eq. 3. As will be discussed below, Eq. 4 will be used to constrain the shape deformations to be locally rigid and volume preserving, to deform the shape’s surface normals and to constrain the shape’s velocity. Similarly, second-order derivatives can be computed [FM03] that will be used to constrain the shape’s acceleration.

Note that Müller et al. [MKN*04] present a different method to compute derivatives. Their approach only allows computing derivatives at sample points \( \mathbf{x}_i \) as opposed to Eq. 4 that allows evaluation at general positions \( \mathbf{x} \). Moreover, their derivative approximation is only first-order accurate, while Eq. 4 presents an exact analytic formula for the derivatives of the function \( f(\mathbf{x}) \).

3. Shape Deformations

In this section we propose an efficient representation and optimization strategy to realistically deform complex shapes. We will use the above defined shape function approximation from the meshless finite element literature to efficiently represent a shape’s deformation field. Using this representation, we define energy terms that penalize non-rigid deformations and changes in the shape’s volume, while enforcing
the user’s input constraints. We propose a novel nodal sampling algorithm and define the nodal coupling based material distances to ensure adequate deformation modeling. The resulting deformation framework can be used to interactively model complex shapes. It will also serve as the core component in the deformable keyframe interpolation and motion planning framework that we will discuss in the next section.

3.1. Deformation Field Representation

The object’s shape is sampled using a coarse set of nodes (we will discuss our sampling algorithm in Sec. 3.3). The displacements of these nodes will completely define the shape’s deformation. Given a set of $N$ nodes $x_i \in \mathbb{R}^3$ with support radii $r_i$ and deformations $u_i \in \mathbb{R}^3$, the continuous deformation field is defined using Eq. 1 as (see also Fig. 2)

$$u(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \Phi_i(x) u_i.$$  

We use a complete linear basis of order $n = 1$ ($\Phi(x) = [1 \ x \ y \ z]^T$, and $x = [x \ y \ z]^T$) in the shape function construction. This allows us to reconstruct rigid motions exactly. Eq. 5 maps every point $X$ in the undeformed shape to its image $X + u(X)$ in the deformed shape. For ease of notation we will denote this mapping as

$$f(X) = X + u(X).$$  

Given the above formulation, our goal is to find the nodal displacement vectors $u_i$ so that the resulting continuous deformation field $u(X)$ (or equivalently $f(X)$) fulfills desirable properties. In the following we will define these goal properties and show how $u_i$ can be found using an energy minimization procedure. Note first that, because the shape functions are not interpolating, the nodal displacement vectors $u_i$ are in general not equal to the actual deformations $u(x_i)$ evaluated at the node positions ($u_i \neq u(x_i)$). The former are hence often called fictitious displacements, while the latter are the real nodal displacements.

3.2. Deformation Field Optimization

We wish to find a continuous deformation field $f(x) = x + u(x)$ that maps the shape to its deformed pose while satisfying following constraints (see also Fig. 3).

Figure 2: The goal is to find the deformation field $u(x)$ that deforms the shape in the desired way. We represent this field at discrete nodes $x_i$ and use meshless shape functions to approximate the deformation field over the whole shape as $u(x) = \sum \Phi_i(x) u_i$, where the displacement vectors $u_i$ are the unknowns we will solve for.

Figure 3: Illustration of the effect of the different shape modeling constraints. Left: handle constraints are specified to fix the bottom of the box and to move to the top to the desired position. Middle: with only the rigidity constraint the total volume is increased by 53%. Right: the total volume remains within 3% of the original when the volume constraint is added.

**Handle Constraints** Handle constraints restrict the movement of certain points of the shape. For example, the user may want to fix the legs while pulling one of the arms of the model to deform its shape. Thus, a handle constraint simply states that the deformation field $f(x_i)$ should move a given point $x_i$ to a prescribed target position $x'_i$. Given a set of $K$ handle constraints $(x_i, x'_i)$, we will minimize:

$$E_{\text{handle}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} ||f(x_k) - x'_k||^2.$$  

**Rigidity** The deformation field is completely rigid if at all points $\nabla f^T(x) \nabla f(x) = I$, where $\nabla = (\partial / \partial x, \partial / \partial y, \partial / \partial z)$. Hence, to obtain as-rigid-as-possible shape deformations, we will minimize:

$$E_{\text{rigidity}} = \int_{x \in V} ||\nabla f^T(x) \nabla f(x) - I||_F^2 \ dx.$$  

where the integration is over the (undeformed) shape’s volume $V$ and $\| \cdot \|_F$ is the Frobenius norm. To facilitate optimization, we will only penalize non-rigid behavior at the nodal positions. This leads to the discretized equation

$$E_{\text{rigidity}} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{1}{V_i} \|\nabla f^T(x_i) \nabla f(x_i) - I\|_F^2.$$  

Here, $\nabla f(x_i) = I + \nabla u(x_i)$, where $\nabla u(x_i)$ is computed using the analytic derivative formula of Eq. 4. The scaling by the node volume $V_i = 4/3 \pi r_i^3$ can be omitted when using uniform node radii ($r_i = r$). In the following we will directly write down the discretized equation (cf. Eq. 9) and leave out the continuous one (cf. Eq. 8) for the sake of brevity.

**Volume Preservation** The deformation field preserves the shape’s volume if and only if $\det(\nabla f(x)) = 1$ over the whole shape. Thus, the deformed shape’s volume matches its original volume as closely as possible if we minimize

$$E_{\text{volume}} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} V_i (\det(\nabla f(x_i)) - 1)^2.$$  

The optimal deformation field $f(x)$ can now be found by minimizing the total sum of constraint energies:

$$E = \lambda_1 E_{\text{handle}} + \lambda_2 E_{\text{rigidity}} + \lambda_3 E_{\text{volume}},$$  

where the parameters $\lambda_1$, $\lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$ vary the contribution of
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3.3. Nodal Sampling & Coupling

Given a sampling of the object with $N$ nodes, there are $3N$ unknowns in the deformation optimization procedure. Our goal is to keep this number as low as possible, while allowing realistic shape deformations. When using a coarse set of nodes, it is however important to appropriately define the nodal influence regions (i.e., the non-zero extent of the weight functions $w_i(x)$ in Eq. 2). Simply using Euclidean distances could possibly introduce undesirable artifacts (for example, a node in one leg of a human would incorrectly influence the other leg). In this section we propose a fast nodal sampling algorithm that strategically covers the shape with a low number of nodes while guaranteeing appropriate nodal coupling.

The sampling algorithm creates nodes from a set of candidate points defined as the union of the mesh vertices and a dense set of interior grid points (see Fig. 4, left). It iteratively picks the point $x_i$ from this set that is furthest away from the already created nodes $x_{i-1}, x_{i-2}, \ldots, x_0$ until the whole shape is sufficiently covered (the first node is picked randomly). The distance $d_i(x_i)$ to the node $x_i$ is computed within the shape by solving the Eikonal equation using a grid-based fast marching method [Set99] (see also the middle image in Fig. 4). This distance represents the material distance and corresponds to the length of the shortest path from $x$ to $x_i$ without leaving the shape. Using this distance in the weight function $w_i(x)$ to define the nodal shape functions (Eq. 2) ensures that nodes influence the appropriate regions. As noted above, this allows adequate modeling of shape deformations with nearby features such as the fingers of a hand, or the legs of a human.

Note that the fast marching algorithm does not return exact distances. However, it is consistent, in the sense that it converges to the true distances if the grid resolution is increased. Moreover, the computed approximate distances are continuous, which guarantees smooth shape and surface deformations. Because the nodal sampling and coupling is computed in a preprocessing step and does not change during interaction, performance is not a real issue. Typical samplings take in the order of 1 to 5 seconds.

Fig. 5 shows the resulting sampling for the dragon.

3.4. Surface Deformation

Deforming the shape’s surface in our framework can be done in a straightforward and very efficient manner. In a preprocessing step, we compute for each mesh vertex $x$ the set of nodes that have non-zero support at the vertex. Given these nodes, the shape functions $\Phi_i(x)$ and the gradient of the shape functions $\nabla \Phi_i(x)$ are computed using Eq. 1 and Eq. 4 respectively. This computation is only done once before beginning a modeling session. During modeling, the deformed vertex position $\bar{x}$ is computed using Eq. 6 as $\bar{x} = f(x)$. Note that this simply amounts to computing a linear combination of the neighboring nodes’ deformation vectors using the precomputed shape functions. Similarly, the updated (un-normalized) vertex normal $\hat{n}(x)$ can be computed from the local gradient of the deformation field as the matrix-vector product $\hat{n}(x) = \nabla f(x) n(x)$. Here, we can perform a computational trick and reduce the matrix-vector multiplications by scalar-vector multiplications by noting that this expression is equivalent to $\hat{n}(x) = n(x) + \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\nabla \Phi_i(x) n(x)) u_i$, where the scalars $\nabla \Phi_i(x) n(x)$ are constant and can be pre-computed. Again, this amounts to adding to the undeformed
normal a weighted sum of the displacement vectors $u_i$ where the weights are the precomputed $\nabla \Phi_i^T(x) n(x)$.

The deformed vertex position and normal can be efficiently computed on the GPU. We store for each vertex $x$ the indices to the node neighbors and the accompanying scalars $\Phi_i(x)$ and $\nabla \Phi_i^T(x) n(x)$ in GPU texture memory. During modeling, we only have to send the computed nodal displacement vectors $u_i$ to the graphics board, which is several orders of magnitude smaller than the number of vertices. Using multiple render passes and fragment shaders we compute and write for each vertex its deformation for the position and normal to intermediate texture memory. Then, in a final render pass, we update the vertex position and normal in a vertex shader using two final texture lookups to retrieve this information.

An example of a deformation of a high resolution dragon model is shown in Fig. 6.

4. Deformable Shape Motions

In this section we extend our framework to allow the computation of smooth deformable shape motions in the presence of obstacles. Using similar techniques as above, we can represent and solve for a time dependent deformation field. Again, by sampling the deformation field only at a sparse discrete number of time instances and by using the meshless shape approximation scheme of Sec. 2, a continuous time dependent deformation field is obtained over the whole time interval. We propose an adaptive temporal sampling strategy that limits the number of unknowns and allows rapid motion path modeling.

4.1. Deformable Motion Field Representation

Each node $x_i$’s motion path is now sampled at $T$ discrete times $t_j$, and defined by the fictitious deformation vectors $u_{i,j}$ (see Fig. 7). We call these discrete time representations frames. If each frame was treated separately, the deformation at $x$ would be represented using Eq. 5 as

$$u_i(x) = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \Phi_j(x) u_{i,j}.$$ (12)

Figure 6: Deformation of the dragon model obtained using a coarse set of only 60 nodes. The nodal deformations are computed on the CPU, while the high resolution surface is deformed faithfully on the GPU. The interaction was performed at a rate of 55 fps for the model with 100k vertices and 10 fps for the model with 500k vertices.

Figure 7: The goal is to find a smooth motion of the deformable shape that interpolates the keyframes. The continuous time dependent deformation field is defined from the frames as $u(x,t) = \sum_{j=1}^{T} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \Phi_j(t) \Phi_i(x) u_{i,j}$, where the unknowns $u_{i,j}$ are the nodal displacements we will solve for. There is one displacement vector $u_{i,j}$, for each node $i$ in each frame $t_j$.

By assigning a support radius $r_i$ to each frame $t_j$, we can obtain a smooth time dependent deformation at position $x$ and time $t$ by approximating over the neighboring frames

$$u(x,t) = \sum_{j=1}^{T} \Phi_j(t) u_{i,j}.$$ (13)

Here we use one dimensional shape functions $(d=1)$ that guarantee second order consistency $(n=2)$ by using the complete polynomial basis $p(t) = [1 \ t \ t^2]$. This allows us to reconstruct most deformable motions with only a small number of frames. Substituting Eq. 12 in Eq. 13 yields the final expression

$$u(x,t) = \sum_{j=1}^{T} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \Phi_j(t) \Phi_i(x) u_{i,j}.$$ (14)

Hence, the real deformation at position $x$ at time $t$ is a linear combination of the fictitious deformations $u_{i,j}$ of the spatially neighboring nodes $x_i$ at neighboring frames. These fictitious deformations are the unknowns we will solve for.

Note that we decouple space and time and use separate shape functions to approximate the displacement field within the shape and to define the continuous displacement field over time. As will be shown below, we fix the spatial sampling, but adapt the temporal sampling iteratively, when solving for the optimal deforming motion. While doing so, we only have to recompute one dimensional $\Phi_j(t)$, which is cheap, without having to update the nodal sampling and spatial shape functions $\Phi_i(x)$.

4.2. Deformable Motion Field Optimization

Within a frame $t_j$, we use the rigidity and volume preserving penalties as defined before in Sec. 3.2. To solve for a temporally changing deformation field, we add the following constraints.

Keyframes. The user can specify the desired position for the shape at certain keyframe times $t_k, k \in 1 \ldots K$. Keyframes are typically defined at the beginning and end of a motion, but can also constrain shape poses at intermediate times. These
keyframes are converted into handle constraints (cf. Sec. 3.2) by specifying one handle constraint for each node in each keyframe. Note that the user can specify the shape in a keyframe in a deformed pose or can only constrain a subset of the shape in a keyframe. We denote the resulting energy function as $E_{\text{keyframe}}$ in the following.

**Velocity Constraints** Along with specifying the shape’s keyframe poses, the user can specify a velocity $V_k$ that the deformation field should satisfy at the keyframes $t_k$. This velocity should match the temporal derivative of the shape’s deformation field at time $t_k$, for all points in the shape. For all keyframes together and discretized at the nodes, we have to minimize

$$E_{\text{velocity}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{i=1}^{N} V_k \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial t}(x, t_k) - V_i \right)^2. \quad (15)$$

The analytic time derivatives of the deformation field are computed from the shape function’s time derivatives $\partial^2 \Phi_j(t)/\partial t^2$ using Eq. 4.

**Acceleration** To obtain smooth motion, we bound the shape’s acceleration. Very similar to the above velocity field, this yields the energy penalty

$$E_{\text{acceleration}} = \sum_{j=1}^{T} \sum_{i=1}^{N} r_j V_i \left( \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2}(x, t_j) \right)^2, \quad (16)$$

where $r_j$ is the support radius of frame $t_j$. The second derivatives of the displacement field with respect to time can be computed analytically by computing $\partial^2 \Phi_j(t)/\partial t^2$ as detailed in [FM03]. Note again that the resulting expression for the acceleration is a simple linear combination of the fictitious nodal displacements, i.e., the unknowns $u_{i,j}$.

**Obstacle Avoidance** We define a final penalty function that prevents penetration of the deforming object with possible obstacles in the scene. We assume that the obstacles can be represented by a (time dependent) distance field $d(x, t)$ and that a point $x$ is penetrating at time $t$ if $d(x, t) \geq 0$. Using this distance field representation, we obtain the following energy penalty function where the outer integration is over the whole time interval and $f(x, t) = x + u(x, t)$.

$$E_{\text{obstacles}} = \sum_{j=1}^{T} \sum_{i=1}^{N} r_j V_i d^2(f(x, t_j), t_j). \quad (17)$$

Note that although this energy penalizes collisions for the nodes at the frames, it does not prevent collisions of all points at all times. To prevent artifacts rising from only constraining the nodes, we fatten the nodes to spheres (by using their support radii $r_j$) and constrain these spheres to be outside the obstacles (hence, we use $d(f(x, t_j), t_j) + r_j$ instead of $d(f(x, t_j), t_j)$ in the above equation). If the union of these spheres covers the whole shape, this adequately prevents penetrations at the frames $t_j$. However, nothing restricts the shape from colliding with obstacles at other time instances, as the interpolation scheme is collision oblivious. To deal with this issue, Sec. 4.3 presents an adaptive time discretization scheme that iteratively adds new frames $t_j$ where these problems occur.

Given the discrete spatial and temporal sampling, the optimal time dependent deformation field $f(x, t) = x + u(x, t)$ can now be found by minimizing the total energy

$$E = \lambda_1 E_{\text{keyframe}} + \lambda_2 E_{\text{rigidity}} + \lambda_3 E_{\text{volume}} + \lambda_4 E_{\text{velocity}} + \lambda_5 E_{\text{acceleration}} + \lambda_6 E_{\text{obstacles}}. \quad (18)$$

where $\lambda_1$ to $\lambda_6$ are again parameters to modify the contribution of the various constraints. Similar to the energy function of Eq. 11, the above equation is a polynomial of total degree 6 in the unknown nodal displacements $u_{i,j}$.

We now discuss how the deformation field is temporally discretized by iteratively creating and solving for new frames.

### 4.3. Adaptive Temporal Sampling

In the (single frame) deformation modeling part of Sec. 3, the total number of unknowns to solve for is $3N$, where $N$ is the number of nodes. In the motion planning setting, the total number of unknowns multiplies to $3NT$, where $T$ is the number of frames. To keep this number sufficiently low, we propose an adaptive time sampling strategy that introduces frames iteratively in problematic regions (see Fig. 9).

Initially, we only have frames $t_j$ that correspond to the keyframes specified by the user (see top left image in Fig. 9). We optimize the displacement field as discussed above and evaluate the error at a dense number of frames in between the frames $t_j$ (we typically evaluate at 10 intermediate frames). We then introduce a new frame $t_j$ at the time instance $t_{\text{max}}$ where the error is maximal. We solve again and iterate until a desired accuracy is obtained. When we introduce a new frame at time $t_{\text{max}}$, we initialize the nodes’ deformation vectors at the new frame as $u_{i,t_{\text{max}}} = \sum_{j=1}^{T} \Phi_j(t_{\text{max}}) u_{i,j}$. This yields a good initial guess for the subsequent solve.

The proposed adaptive sampling strategy greatly reduces the
number of unknowns and introduces frames only at problematic regions, for example when there is high acceleration, or when the deforming shape is penetrating an obstacle (see for example Fig. 9). Thanks to the second order consistency in the temporal shape functions $\Phi_j(t)$, we can represent most motions by only a very low number of frames. The frames’ support radii $r_j$ (and hence weight functions $w_j(t)$) are adapted to the frame spacing to ensure that every time instance $t$ is covered by at least 3 neighboring frames. This guarantees non-singular moment matrices and safe computation of the temporal shape functions. If only two frames are present (as in the beginning of Fig. 9), we use simple linear interpolation to define the shape’s deformation field.

5. Numerical Solver

In addition to reducing the number of unknowns, our non-linear energy function formulation has a few additional advantages. Most importantly, it makes it easy to compute the gradient of the objective function analytically because $u(x,t)$ and all of its derivatives are linear combinations of the unknowns. Moreover, the objective function is a low-degree polynomial in the unknowns, and thus standard optimization techniques perform well in the vicinity of the solution. In the deformation tool, we use the current positions of the nodes as the initial guess for the new deformation, during manipulation of the object. This ensures a good initialization because instantaneous deformations are small and we expect a stable deformation field. During multiframe deformable motion field optimization, we use the aforementioned meshless function interpolation to initialize deformations for intermediate frames. This means that if every individual point follows a trajectory that is locally well approximated by a quadratic, our initial guess will be very close to the optimal solution. In practice, we use the non-linear LBFGS solver from OPT++. As mentioned above, our energy function may have several local minima. In order to control the convergence of the optimizer to the desired solution, we implemented an interactive tool that allows to manually control the initial guess for the deformation at any intermediate frame. This is particularly useful during adaptive temporal sampling, because it allows the user to control the general direction of the motion without specifying handle constraints. Our video demonstrates one application of this technique.

6. Results & Discussion

We implemented our algorithms in C++ and used Cg for the fragment and vertex shaders that compute the deformed mesh vertices. Our models are given as triangle meshes. In the preprocessing step we compute a regular distance field and use the same grid for the nodal sampling and the fast marching. Inversion of the moment matrices is performed using the Cholesky decomposition code of the JAMA/C++ linear algebra package. The interactive results in the accompanying video are rendered using OpenGL and Cg. The results in the paper are visualized using POV-Ray. All results in this paper are obtained on a 3.2 GHz Intel Pentium D CPU with an NVIDIA GeForce 8800 graphics board.

Fig. 6 shows the result of a real-time deformation of the dragon model. We obtain an interaction rate of 10 fps for the model of 500k vertices and at least 55 fps for the decimated model of 100k vertices, both sampled with 60 nodes (see also the accompanying video). The parameter settings in Eq. 11 for this example are $\lambda_1 = 10000$, $\lambda_2 = 3$, $\lambda_3 = 10$. Detailed timings for varying numbers of vertices and nodes are given in Table 1. The slow-down for the 250k and 500k models is due to a rendering bottleneck. Note that even for the 500k model, we obtain similar deformation results as [BPWG07], but at almost two orders of magnitude faster interaction rate. This is mainly thanks to the much lower number of necessary deformation nodes in our approach and the very efficient surface deformation algorithm.

Fig. 9 illustrates the adaptive temporal sampling algorithm. Starting with only the keyframes, a new frame is iteratively added where the energy is the largest until a sufficiently accurate motion is obtained with 10 frames. We used 53 nodes to sample the armadillo, resulting in a total of $3 \times 10 \times 53 = 1590$ scalar unknowns to solve for. The total solve time took 6 seconds. The different energies in Eq. 18 are weighted by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>vertices</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100k</td>
<td>4.6/4.4</td>
<td>9.5/4.6</td>
<td>15.2/4.7</td>
<td>31.6/5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250k</td>
<td>4.9/51.5</td>
<td>9.6/52.2</td>
<td>14.5/51.8</td>
<td>33.0/55.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500k</td>
<td>5.1/95.9</td>
<td>9.4/94.8</td>
<td>15.6/97.6</td>
<td>32.5/102.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Timing statistics (ms) for the dragon deformation of Fig. 6 for different numbers of vertices and nodes. Each entry shows the average time spent solving on the CPU and on deforming and rendering the triangle mesh on the GPU.
Figure 10: The dragon deforms to avoid the moving obstacle. Note how the dragon anticipates the impact of the ball thanks to the acceleration constraint.

\[ \lambda_1 = 10000, \lambda_2 = 1, \lambda_3 = 10, \lambda_4 = 10, \lambda_5 = 0.01, \lambda_6 = 1000. \]

We use the same settings for all motion interpolation examples. In the accompanying movie we also show how the user can modify the result to obtain a solution corresponding to a different local minimum of the objective function.

Fig. 10 shows the resulting motion of a deforming dragon in the presence of a moving obstacle. The initial and final keyframes are set to the undeformed dragon and its back feet are fixed over the whole time interval. The intermediate motion is computed automatically. Note how the dragon anticipates the moving obstacle and tries to avoid it by bending away due to our acceleration penalty. This motion took 10 seconds to compute with 59 nodes and 25 frames introduced by the adaptive temporal sampler, where 17 of the 25 frames are concentrated in the middle of the animation.

Fig. 11 shows a long animation sequence obtained by specifying 7 keyframe poses of the armadillo. The armadillo is sampled by 66 nodes, its triangle mesh contains almost 166k vertices. The keyframe poses were modeled in 2.5 minutes during which the interaction rate was 60 fps. The number of frames used for the motion computation was 28 and the solution time took 16 seconds. To obtain realistic bouncing behavior, we allow \( C^1 \) discontinuities in the resulting motion path. We achieve this by omitting the acceleration constraint at the third and fifth keyframe and by restricting the support of the temporal shape functions to the intervals defined by the first and third, third and fifth, and the fifth and last keyframe respectively. Note how the armadillo deforms realistically, even if its shape in two consecutive keyframes differs significantly.

Finally, we compare our adaptive temporal sampling strategy with uniform sampling for a simple test case involving rigid motions (see Fig. 11). As can be seen in Table 2, many more frames are needed when the frames are uniformly spaced over the time interval. The adaptive sampler will however strategically introduce the bulk of the frames at the end of the animation where the armadillo has to make a rapid 180 degree rotation and use less frames where the armadillo performs a simple translation. We obtained similar speedups for deforming objects. For example, for the result of Fig. 10, a regular time interval sampling would require 65 frames and a total computation time of 27 seconds to converge with the same total energy as for the adaptive sampler. Our method allows easy and intuitive modeling by just specifying a few keyframe poses. We avoid the problem of manually designing an appropriate control cage or of computing good quality tetrahedralizations in classical finite element methods. Our sampling algorithm automatically computes an adequate set of nodes, the only required input is the shape’s boundary mesh. Nodes are spread uniformly over the shape’s material and the shape functions adapt automatically to the sample spacing and the input mesh. Our temporal sampling algorithm automatically introduces frames in critical regions while keeping the number of unknowns low. We showed that using this coarse representation complex shapes and motions can be modeled efficiently.

The proposed technique has a few limitations. First, our temporal deformation approximation scheme does not reconstruct rotations exactly. Indeed, it is only second order accurate in time. However, most motions are locally quadratic and can therefore be represented using only a few basis frames. As future work we plan to design temporal basis functions that not only reconstruct translations exactly but also rotations. Second, our sampling algorithm relies on a proper inside/outside classification of the shape. However, the meshless representation and optimization procedure does not require a closed shape and other sampling algorithms (e.g., [WAO’08]) could potentially be used to obtain suitable nodal samplings for meshes with boundaries. Finally, we wish to extend our method to allow skeleton based deformations. By defining handle constraints for skeleton bones, it should be possible to create articulated deformations.
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